The VTX RC500 is a universal truss/pipe adapter designed for vertically suspending speaker arrays from standard truss structures or pipes. The RC500 supports arrays of up to 500 kg (1100 lbs) and is compatible with array frames that support 1/2" shackles, such as the VTX A8 MF. An adjustable clamping mechanism allows the RC500 to be secured to a wide range of truss/pipe sizes. The included thrust bearing allows for smooth 360° rotation, even when loaded. 10° rotation marks allow for quick and easy horizontal aiming, with a locking mechanism to secure the RC500 at the desired position.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Universal truss/pipe clamp adapter
- Support for up to 500 kg (1100 lbs)
- Adjustable clamping mechanism
- Pipe range: 0.5” – 2.0”
- Includes bearing for smooth 360° rotation
- 10° rotation marks for horizontal array aiming

**DESCRIPTION**

**INCLUDED**

- 1 x VTX RC500 Rotating Camp
EXAMPLES
DIMENSIONS

254.32 mm (10.00")

137.31 mm (5.41")

127.76 mm (5.03")

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

| Construction: | High-grade steel with anti-corrosion coating |
| Finish:       | Black Powder Coat |
| Mechanical Limits¹ | Working Load Limit: 500 kg (1100 lbs) |
| Dimensions (H x W x D): | 254.32 mm x 127.76 mm x 137.31 mm (10.00 in x 5.03 in x 5.41 in) |
| Net Weight: | 3.3 kg (7.3 lbs) |

Footnotes:
1: WLL refers to the RC500 only. Always make sure the structure the RC500 is attached to can support the weight of the array.
2: Refer to the 2D and 3D Customer Drawings for more detailed dimensions.
3: Weight includes VTX RC500 only.

JBL continually engages in research related to product improvement. Some materials, production methods and design refinements are introduced into existing products without notice as a routine expression of that philosophy. For this reason, any current JBL product may differ in some respect from its published description, but will always equal or exceed the original design specifications unless otherwise stated.